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Free oldies ringtones for iphone

Keep 99 cents. In iTunes, turn any MP3 into an iPhone ringtone. When I was the owner of Palm Centro, I used the excellent freeware app MiniTones to turn Brendan Benson's Spit It Out into my ringtone. But when I upgraded to an iPhone, I discovered that iTunes charges 99 cents for ringtones, even if you already own the song. The nature of my cheap skates doesn't allow it. (It's not money, it's the
principle of things.) So I decided to roll my own iPhone ringtone, which turned out to be a fairly simple process. Launch iTunes and find the song you want to convert. (Must be MP3.) Right-click on the song, select Get Info, and then click the Options tab. Select the Start time and stop time boxes, and then type a time for each (within 30 seconds, maximum length of the ringtone). Spit It Out has a perfect
rising lead-in, so we used 0:00 and 0:30, respectively. Click OK, right-click the song again, and then select Create AAC version. You're immediately seeing the new 30-second version of the song. Drag that version from iTunes to the folder of your preference. Remove the 30-second version from iTunes and undo the original time/stop time change. Open the folder that contains the 30-second AAC file that
you dragged from iTunes, and then change the file extension from .m4a to .m4r. Double click on it and it will be added to your iTunes ringtone library immediately. Finally, sync your iPhone. Once that is done, you can head to the settings and choose a new ringtone. That's it! What song do you assign to ringtone duty? Meanwhile, have a happy New Year!' See you here in 2009. This story, Turn Any MP3
into an iPhone Ringtone, was originally published by TechHyce. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in the article, we may get a small commission. For more information, please visit our Affiliate Link Policy. The iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus is a topic that many are pondering right now. Recent releases of the iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro have changed the pecking order of the iPhones - in
particular, the iPhone 11 has received price cuts, new iPhones have come up and moved down the range. It will now be a lot of budget phones, but with cheap iPhone options including the iPhone 8 Plus, which is about the same size as the iPhone 11, it offers different screen, design and camera suggestions. If you're looking at the difference between these and the price, you can explain exactly what
you're getting from each, including screen quality, camera performance, and a detailed description of key technical specifications. For more phone options, also see roundups of our best smartphones and the best camera phones. And if you're about to bag yourself a bargain, check out our Apple Black Friday post that has all the best early Black Friday deals. (Image credit: Apple) iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8
Plus: Design These two phones pretty much represent the evolution of the iPhoneThe iPhone 8 Plus is an old style that has endured for 10 years, with chunky bezels at the top and bottom of the screen, including a home button (with Touch ID fingerprint recognition). The iPhone 11 is a new style of design, with the screen filled in front and saved for the top notch, including the Face ID facial security system.
This means that even though the iPhone 11 is slightly smaller and lighter than the iPhone 8 Plus, it has a fairly large screen and makes better use of its real estate. More than that, there are many similarities between devices (all glass front, aluminum side, all glass back). The iPhone 11 has a square camera bump in a style that matches the iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro. The iPhone 8 Plus
has a small lozenge of the camera system on the back. We mentioned two types of security systems - we used to say face ID is more convenient overall than Touch ID, but it doesn't work very well with masks, so we think Touch ID is the preferred one for recent events. However, we can't say that choosing one phone over another is the main reason. The iPhone 11 has a black, white, red, green, yellow and
purple finish. The iPhone 8 Plus comes in black, white and gold finishes. The iPhone 11 is a bit more waterproof, so you're more likely to survive an accidental dunk in the bath. Similarly, it has somey tough glass, so it is likely to survive an accidental trip to the floor without shattering .iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Display (Image Credit: Apple) The display of these phones is a matter of size vs. detail. The
iPhone 11 has a 6.1-inch screen that fills the front of your phone's body and provides more usable space in the app. The iPhone 8 Plus has a 5.5-inch screen, which is not particularly large by today's standards. However, the resolution of the iPhone 11 is 1,792 x 828, the pixel density is 326ppi, the resolution of the iPhone 8 Plus is 1,920 x 1,080, and the pixel density is 401ppi. Thus, the iPhone 8 Plus
offers more pixels, and when you are in a smaller space, the screen becomes noticeably sharper. The iPhone 8 Plus also offers a full 16:9 Full HD display, so it's especially good for watching videos. The iPhone 11 has a screen of 19.5:9, which means that it is more widescreen (if sideways) than the 8 Plus, and the 16:9 video is not completely filled. This doesn't matter - it's just the way the 8 Plus does, not
making the most of the screen. However, some Netflix content is 18:9, so even if the resolution remains halfway between 720p and 1080p, the iPhone 11 comes in on its own there. More than that, the display is very similar. Both are LCD displays rated for 612 nits of brightness that support the P3 gamut and Apple's True Tone technology for adjusting color temperatures to reduce eye strain. The iPhone 11
is rated for slightly better contrast - 1,300:1.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: 1,400:1 despite being larger than battery life (image credit: Apple)The screen, smaller body and more powerful processor, the iPhone 11 is actually the winner here. Typically, these factors are expected to be a problem. However, the iPhone 11 has benefited from advances in component battery size and energy efficiency to last
noticeably longer than the 8 Plus. 4G downloads, for example, put a huge strain on anything. Apple evaluates 17 hours of video playback on the iPhone 11, while the iPhone 8 Plus gets 14 hours (roughly matching the 20% difference in battery size). Based on the experience of both phones, the iPhone 8 Plus can last a fully moderate day of use, but the iPhone 11 will still be in the next day. Both phones
include wireless charging and fast charging cables and high power adapters. iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Camera (Image Credit: Apple) There are three important differences when it comes to cameras on these phones: lens selection; component quality; and software. Start with a selection of lenses. Both of these phones have dual cameras, but the two systems are different. The iPhone 8 Plus is equipped
with a wide-angle camera and a double-viewing camera. The iPhone 11 includes a wide-angle camera and a 0.5x ultra-wide camera. The iPhone 8 Plus system is built on shooting shots in portrait mode - the telephoto lens looks like something someone with a dedicated camera will take, and the two lenses work together to map the scene in 3D, so you can apply a convincing fake depth of field effect
around the subject. The iPhone 11's system is designed around night mode, allowing you to take usable and detailed photos even if you are nowhere near enough light compared to what the camera can normally handle. The iPhone 11 also shoot shots in portrait mode, but the different lengths of the lenses have less professional style and don't have a 3D map of the blur effect, so they don't apply as
convincingly. It also works only for people and pets, and anything works with the 8 Plus. However, the ultra-wide lens of the iPhone 11 is quite different, especially the way you take certain shots around landscapes and architecture or get creative with a closer perspective on the subject. The 8 Plus's 2x zoom lens, of course, offers the ability to get a little closer without losing resolution. It's two different
approaches, so in some ways you can choose which approach is more appealing to you, but they're not the only difference. Move on to component quality. With two years of development compared to the iPhone 8 Plus, the camera of the iPhone 11 is simply more capable. The sensors all have the same 12 megapixel resolution on both phones, while the newer phones shoot with a higher level of quality.
AndPartly thanks to topic 3: software. The iPhone 11 does more work in the background when taking shots to improve them in the time it takes to press the shutter, and that shot makes that shot much better. Smart HDR does a great job of balancing exposure so that high-contrast shots don't lose highlights or shadow details. Deep Fusion is a technology that automatically improves sharpness and
transparency by taking multiple shots and merging the best parts of them once. We've already mentioned night mode, it allows you to get really good looking shots where it was physically impossible before. From the level of detail to the richness and accuracy of the color, it stands out instantly. The iPhone 11 is also equipped with video from the rear camera. Both phones make 4K recordings at up to
60fps, but the iPhone 11 includes an extended dynamic range that really helps with exposure and color in the scene, making things look more realistic and avoiding areas of deep shadows and overt light. The lens settings of the iPhone 8 Plus are actually the preferred one for video makers - you'll want super wide, more zoom than usual - but again the difference in quality is important. When it comes to
forward-looking cameras, there's no doubt that the iPhone 11 is the previous mile. This is a 12MP sensor instead of 7MP, which includes the feature to take portrait mode shots and includes 4K video recording at up to 60fps. The iPhone 8 Plus can do 1080p on the 30fps.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Performance (Image Credit: Apple) This is another knockout for the iPhone 11 here. Its Apple A13
processor is a significant improvement over the A11 processor of the iPhone 8 Plus. The 8 Plus can't be said to feel like you're using an old laptop - it's still a very capable device that can run the latest version of iOS and work with creative apps. However, the iPhone 11 was smoother and faster and more future-like for iOS upgrades and new apps, with line.iPhone 11 vs iPhone 8 Plus: Price (Image Credit:
Apple) iPhone 11 just reduced to £599/$599/AU$999 with 64GB of storage. If you want direct access to a large file library, this may not be enough. But you can step up to 128GB for 256GB at $649/$649/AU $1079 or $749/$749/AU $1249. The iPhone 8 Plus is available for 64GB or 256GB and you should be looking at about half the price of an iPhone in good condition. The downside, of course, is that this
doesn't necessarily come with a warranty - some second-hand stores offer them, but if you buy them privately, you're considering paying to fix the problem yourself.8 Plus: Which one do you need to buy? When it comes to the screen, there's an attractive reason to choose the iPhone 8 Plus - it might be a little smaller, but the video is sharper and more perfect, otherwise there's little difference in quality. But
in all other ways, the iPhone 11 is excellent. From extra screen size to camera quality, battery life and future warranty of the processor, it's a smart investment. In particular, considering that you will receive Apple's global warranty when buying a new iPhone 11, see today's deals on both iPhones below. Read more: Read more:
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